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A Predictive Self-Organizing Multicellular
Computational Model of Infant Skin
Permeability to Topically Applied Substances
Georgios N. Stamatas1, Jalil Bensaci1, Elea Greugny1, Simarna Kaur2, Hequn Wang2,
Maria Victoria Dizon3, Michael J. Cork4, Adam J. Friedman5 and Thierry Oddos1

Computational models of skin permeability are typically based on assumptions of fixed geometry and ho-
mogeneity of the whole epidermis or of epidermal strata and are often limited to adult skin. Infant skin differs
quantitatively from that of the adult in its structure and its functional properties, including its barrier function
to permeation. To address this problem, we developed a self-organizing multicellular epidermis model of
barrier formation with realistic cell morphology. By modulating the parameters relating to cell turnover
reflecting those in adult or infant epidermis, we were able to generate accordingly two distinct models.
Emerging properties of these models reflect the corresponding experimentally measured values of epidermal
and stratum corneum thickness. Diffusion of an externally applied substance (e.g., caffeine) was simulated by a
molecular exchange between the model agents, defined by the individual cells and their surrounding extra-
cellular space. By adjusting the surface concentration and the intercellular exchange rate, the model can
recapitulate experimental permeability data after topical exposure. By applying these parameters to an infant
model, we were able to predict the caffeine concentration profile in infant skin, closely matching experimental
results. This work paves the way for a better understanding of skin physiology and function during the first
years of life.

Journal of Investigative Dermatology (2021) -, -e-; doi:10.1016/j.jid.2021.02.012

AUTHOR SUMMARY
The processes characterizing infant skin permeability to
chemical irritants and allergens are fundamental in under-
standing the triggers of the skin irritations and allergic re-
actions commonly found in infants. Even though noninvasive
methods have been developed and used in understanding the
unique nuances of infant skin structure and function on hu-
man subjects, measuring the effect of topical products on skin
barrier to external permeability directly on infants is chal-
lenging both technically and ethically. For this reason, we
developed a computational model of infant skin epidermis
and epidermal permeation. The model can be supplied with
data from clinical studies on adult subjects and can predict
the permeability of infant skin under similar conditions, given
the structural and functional differences between infant and
adult epidermis. Furthermore, we validated the capability of

the model to predict the concentration profiles of an external
agent in the infant epidermis. The model has the potential to
show the damaging effects of conditions, such as exposure to
harsh surfactants or hard water, on the infant skin barrier as
well as the barrier-enhancing effects of emollients and to help
with improving disease management protocols for both irri-
tant and allergic dermatitis.

INTRODUCTION
It has long been recognized that the fundamental function of
the skin is to provide a barrier to water loss as well as to
protect against external insults such as irritants and allergens
(Blank, 1965). The study of the permeability dynamics of
topically applied substances can provide useful quantitative
information about the skin barrier function.

The epidermis is a self-organizing and self-renewing strat-
ified epithelial tissue (Elias and Feingold, 2005). Throughout
our lives, keratinocytes are produced continuously at the
basal layer of the epidermis and undergo a highly controlled
sequential differentiation process in the subsequent layers
until they undergo nonapoptotic programmed cell death
(cornification). This process results in the generation of cor-
neocytes, the building blocks of the epidermal barrier that
consist of the outermost layer, known as the stratum corneum
(SC). Intercellular cross-links (corneodesmosomes) hold the
corneocytes together (Nemes and Steinert, 1999). Parallel to
the cornification process, carefully orchestrated secretion of
organized lipid lamellae provides the extracellular hydro-
phobic mortar of the epidermal barrier (Harding, 2004;
Madison, 2003). The path that an external substance needs to
transverse to reach the viable part of the epidermis below the
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SC depends on the total thickness of the SC (Barbero and
Frasch, 2017; Hadgraft and Lane, 2009; Kasting et al., 2019).

Historically, infant skin beyond the first few weeks after
birth has been regarded as structurally and functionally
equivalent to adult. Experimental data over the last two de-
cades have challenged this dogma and have revealed that
skin undergoes a maturation process that can last for several
years after birth (Chiou and Blume-Peytavi, 2004; Stamatas
et al., 2011; Visscher et al., 2017). This process involves
higher keratinocyte proliferation and desquamation rates
than in adults (Liu et al., 2018; Stamatas et al., 2010).
Importantly, such higher turnover rates result in smaller cor-
neocytes and thinner SC (Stamatas et al., 2010), creating
shorter permeation paths for external agents. Subsequently,
SC in babies is expected to be more permeable than that in
adults, which is further supported by the higher trans-
epidermal water loss rates (Nikolovski et al., 2008). This
higher permeability is an important factor in the development
of irritant and allergic dermatitis in the infant’s skin and at
least partially explains the higher incidence of atopic
dermatitis early in life.

In a clinical setting, the quality of skin barrier function to
external substance penetration is often measured indirectly
through measuring the transepidermal water loss rate as a
surrogate, although the validity of this approach has been
challenged (Chilcott et al., 2002). More accurately, the
quality of the outside in skin barrier can be measured by
following a marker with a detectable signal through a
confocal arrangement. Caffeine has been proposed as such a
marker owing to its safety profile (Dias et al., 1999; Dobson
and Hunt, 2018; Kreutzer and Bassler, 2014), its relatively
fast skin penetration kinetics, and its ability to be detected by
Raman spectroscopy (Stamatas and Boireau-Adamezyk,
2012). However, this method is time consuming and can
be uncomfortable for the person undergoing the process of
measurement, and for this reason, it is easier to apply the
method on adults than on infants. Therefore, there is a need
to develop a predictive computational model of infant skin
that can translate experimental permeability data from adults.

Although computational modeling of cutaneous perme-
ability is an attractive noninvasive approach, proposed
models to date are static and involve the assumptions of tis-
sue homogeneity at the skin compartment (epidermis,
dermis, subcutis) or the epidermal layer level (Barbero and
Frasch, 2006; Chen et al., 2013; Heisig et al., 1996; Naegel
et al., 2008) and importantly are designed to the specifica-
tions of adult skin.

The aim of this work was to address these gaps through the
development and validation of a dynamic self-organizing
multicellular epidermis model with realistic cell morphology.

RESULTS
The first step to simulate external substance penetration in
infant skin was to modify the agent-based structural model of
the adult epidermis. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the time of
the rendered output of the simulation for adult and infant
epidermis at steady state (>5,000 steps from model initia-
tion). Visual comparison of the two models reveals that the
infant epidermis is overall thinner. This simulated thinning of
the strata and particularly of the SC (10 mm for infant SC

compared with 18 mm for the adult SC) is a differentiating
characteristic of this model accounting for the increased cell-
turnover rate in the epidermis and approximates the experi-
mentally measured values (7.3 mm for infant SC compared
with 10.5 mm for adult SC) (Stamatas et al., 2010).

Besides the thickness of the epidermal layers, another
emerging property of the computational model is the water
concentration profile as a function of depth in the SC. The
water concentration profiles corresponded to the two models
and are shown in Figure 2a. For comparison, we show the
experimentally measured average water profiles for adult and
infant epidermis (Figure 2b) from previously published data
(Nikolovski et al., 2008). Accounting for the differences be-
tween infant and adult SC thickness, the water concentration
profiles are displayed as a function of depth normalized to
the corresponding SC thickness. The difference between the
water concentration profiles in infant epidermis and that in
adult epidermis is a significantly higher water content in the
top half of the SC for the infant epidermis. This observation is
qualitatively recapitulated by the computational models
(Figure 2c). Therefore, the models show that infant skin sur-
face is more hydrophilic than adult skin, which is in agree-
ment with the experimental observation.

The permeability of caffeine for infant and adult skin was
measured clinically. To arrive at the model-simulated infant
concentration profile, we followed the process shown in
Figure 3a.

The average caffeine concentration profiles can be seen in
Figure 3b and c (black-filled symbols), and the corresponding
parameters are shown in Table 1. Although the gradients of
the two profiles are not statistically different, the caffeine
concentration measured at the SC surface, which relates to
the partition coefficient, is slightly higher (15%) for the case
of infant skin. This is not surprising given the more hydro-
philic nature of the infant SC than the adult SC as evidenced
by the higher water content close to the SC surface (Figure 2).
Importantly, the total amount of caffeine that permeated the
infant SC is 18% higher than the caffeine that permeated the
adult SC (3.28 � 1.00 and 2.78 � 0.72 arbitrary units
correspondingly).

A comparison of the computationally simulated caffeine
concentration profiles with the experimental curves is shown
in Figure 3b and c (gray-filled symbols). The two simulated
profiles show very good fits with the experimental data. Note
that although the adult profile was adjusted to fit the data, the
infant caffeine concentration profile was not, and it is rather
an emerging property of the model. The average concentra-
tion of caffeine that penetrated the infant epidermis as pre-
dicted by the computational model is statistically the same as
the experimentally determined value.

DISCUSSION
To address the limitations of previous skin permeability
models and the lack of models relating to infant epidermis,
we developed and validated a dynamic agent-based
computational model of topical substance permeation into
infant epidermis. The model takes into consideration the self-
organizing multicellular nature of the epidermis. The model’s
emerging properties, such as the thickness of epidermal
layers and the water concentration profiles in the SC, agree
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with published experimental observations. Validation of the
model consisted of predicting the concentration profile of a
topically applied substance (caffeine) in the infant epidermis.

The model presented in this paper derives from the two-
dimensional version of a published three-dimensional
model (Sütterlin et al., 2017) with the following modifica-
tions: (i) parametric adjustment to arrive at a model repre-
senting infant epidermal structure and (ii) addition of
modules regarding the penetration of a topically applied
substance. The adult and infant skin penetration models are
used to show that one can use adult clinical data and through
the modeling process arrive at conclusions regarding pene-
tration in infant skin.

Cutaneous permeation of external substances that come in
contact with the skin surface has medical implications
(transdermal drug delivery, contact dermatitis, eczema). The
exogenous permeation depends on the state of the skin bar-
rier—whether it is a maturing infant skin or an aging adult
skin. The study of topical agent delivery typically involves
clinical, ex vivo, or in vitro experiments. On the basis of the
results from such experiments, generalized computational

models have been developed aiming to predict skin perme-
ation kinetics of substances, starting from their physico-
chemical properties. These include quantitative
structureepermeability relationships and mechanistic
models (Chen et al., 2013; Tsakovska et al., 2017), some of
which take into account the differences in skin compart-
ments, such as the skin layers (Heisig et al., 1996; Naegel
et al., 2008). Such models inherently include the assump-
tion of transport in a homogenous medium, which can be the
whole tissue or a tissue compartment. Other models based on
finite element analysis (Barbero and Frasch, 2006; Naegel
et al., 2011) address some issues of spatial heterogeneity
but continue to assume a static tissue architecture. The pro-
posed agent-based model avoids such assumptions at the
tissue level. The assumption of a homogeneous medium is
made only at the cellular level. This allows for spatial varia-
tions within the epidermal layers. Moreover, the model
considers the dynamic nature of the epidermis and the ker-
atinocyte proliferation, upward movement, differentiation,
and desquamation processes, all of which are adding an
element of counterflow to the direction of skin penetration by

Figure 1. The computational model of the infant epidermis results in thinner layers than that of the adult model. Graphical output of (a) the adult and (b) the

infant epidermal models. The colors of individual keratinocytes correspond to their differentiation state: dark blue for stem cells, light blue for transient

amplifying cells, light green for basal cells, light pink for spinous cells, dark pink for granular cells, and tan for corneocytes. The dividing cells are colored white.

Figure 2. The computational models of infant and adult epidermis recapitulate the shape of the water concentration profiles and the differences between

infant and adult. (a) Comparison of the water concentration profiles calculated by the infant and adult epidermal models. (b) Experimental water concentration

profiles in infant and adult SC from published data (Nikolovski et al., 2008). In both panels, for easier comparison between infant and adult profiles, the x-axis is

shown as the depth normalized to the SC thickness. (c) Comparison of the average water content in the top half of the SC for infant and adult data from the model

and the experiment. The computational data points shown correspond to the average, and the error bars correspond to the SD of five independent runs of the

model. SC, stratum corneum.
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an external substance. The latter point becomes very relevant
for substances with permeation kinetics in the order of hours
(Reddy et al., 2000).

Infant skin evolves its structural and functional character-
istics as the child grows. The rate of change of skin matura-
tion is not constant throughout infancy. Newborn skin
(defined from birth up to 3 months) is undergoing rapid
changes to adapt to the demands of the dry atmospheric
environment. In this study, we are considering the skin of
babies aged >3 months, an age when the maturation process,
although still active, becomes relatively more stable. The
computational model of infant skin has been based on
functional and structural data from studies of infant skin
(forearm) in the age range of 3e24 months (Nikolovski et al.,
2008; Stamatas et al., 2010).

Moreover, infant skin is characterized by increased prolif-
eration rate at the basal layer (Stamatas et al., 2010),

combined with increased enzymatic activity at the skin sur-
face (Liu et al., 2018), which translates into a faster desqua-
mation rate than that of the adult skin. Taken together, this
enhanced cell-turnover rate leads, among others, to the
thinning of the epidermal layers, something that is indeed
recapitulated by the described infant model compared with
that of the adult model.

The SC is the primary layer responsible for the skin’s ca-
pacity to resist inside-out as well as outside-in transport. An
example of the first is the SC resistance to water loss, and an
example of the second is the SC resistance to external irritant
penetration. The fact that infant SC is 30% thinner than the
adult SC (Stamatas et al., 2010) has important implications on
water transport, as evidenced by the water concentration
profiles in the SC (Nikolovski et al., 2008). The infant skin
model proposed in this work is capable of qualitatively
capturing the relative differences in the water concentration

Figure 3. Validation of the infant

permeability model. (a) Flowchart of

the validation process. (b) The

experimental caffeine concentration

profiles collected in adults are used to

adjust the penetration kinetic

constants in the adult model. (c) These

constants are passed to the infant

model, and the resulting caffeine

profile is compared with the data

collected on the infants. The

computational data points shown

correspond to the average, and the

error bars correspond to the SD of five

independent runs of the model. C0,

caffeine concentration at the skin

surface; f, hydrophilicity scaling

factor; Ka, exchange rate of caffeine

molecules between neighboring

agents at each time step; SC, stratum

corneum.

Table 1. Infant Skin Barrier Is More Permeable to an External Topical Agent than Adult Skin Barrier

Parameter Infant (n [ 20) Adult (n [ 20) P-Value

Caffeine concentration at the skin surface (mmol/g keratin) 0.339 � 0.081 0.296 � 0.083 0.018

Caffeine concentration gradient in the SC (mmol/g keratin/mm) 0.019 � 0.004 0.019 � 0.005 n.s.

The relative amount of permeated caffeine (AU) 3.28 � 1.00 2.78 � 0.79 0.027

Abbreviations: AU, arbitrary unit; n.s., not significant; SC, stratum corneum.

Experimentally determined caffeine permeability parameters for infant and adult skin.
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profiles between infant SC and the adult SC. These two ob-
servations on the structural and water-barrier properties
reinforce the validity of the infant skin model.

In this work, we considered caffeine as a useful perme-
ability marker in a clinical setting. Caffeine has been used as
a model compound for the delivery of hydrophilic com-
pounds having similar properties (Luo and Lane, 2015). It has
a well-known safety profile in adults and infants. It has been
used systemically in premature infant wards to successfully
treat apnea for >20 years (Dobson and Hunt, 2018; Kreutzer
and Bassler, 2014). Moreover, it has a characteristic Raman
signature that can easily be included in a chemometric
analysis of in vivo Raman spectra of the skin (Caspers et al.,
2019). Taking advantage of a confocal setup, one can obtain
noninvasively caffeine concentration profiles into the
epidermis as a function of distance from the skin surface.

Using the experimental results of caffeine penetration in
adult skin, we adjusted the permeation parameters of the
adult computational model to match the caffeine concen-
tration profiles in the SC. We then used these parameters to
simulate the caffeine concentration profiles in the infant
model. We finally compared these profiles with those ob-
tained experimentally from the infant model. The good fit of
the computational predictions to the experiment reinforces
the validity of the infant skin permeability model. Because
the two models differ in their cell-turnover rates and their
resulting structural differences, one can conclude that the
higher absorbed caffeine concentration in infants than that
absorbed in adults is due to these two differences. It is
important to note that the flow of cells in a high-turnover
model counters the flow of the permeation of an externally
applied substance; in other words, the faster the cells are
removed from the top by desquamation, the more difficult it
would be for the substance to permeate, which is true for the
case of poorly permeable compounds (Reddy et al., 2000).
The fact that we still observe a higher permeability in the case
of infant skin than that observed in the case of adult skin,
despite the higher cell-turnover rate in the infant skin, high-
lights the importance of structural differences between the
two models.

In conclusion, a dynamic infant skin permeability model
has been developed and has shown permeation predictions
of the model in congruence with in vivo experimental data.
The model can be used to study the effects of everyday skin
care, such as cleansers and emollients, on infant skin
permeability barrier. Moreover, it provides a computational
tool in the study of the role of infant skin permeability barrier
in irritant and allergic contact dermatitis (Jakasa et al., 2018;
Tsakok et al., 2019).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Computational modeling
In this work, we used a two-dimensional version of the model

described earlier (Sütterlin et al., 2017). Briefly, the agent-based

model is created in the multicellular modeling and simulation

platform EPISIM (Sütterlin et al., 2013). Each agent represents a cell

and its immediate extracellular space. The model consists of (i) a

biomechanical model based on ellipsoid cell shapes with sizes

corresponding to the reported values characteristic of the cell dif-

ferentiation state and (ii) a cell behavioral model embodying

regulatory feedback loops between the epidermal barrier, water loss

to the environment, and water and calcium flow within the tissue.

The model begins with a small number of stem cells that initiate the

generation and self-organization of the epidermal stratification,

yielding at a steady state the emergence of water and calcium gra-

dients comparable with experimental data. For the adult model, the

user-defined constants relating to the rates of (i) basal cell division,

(ii) suprabasal cell differentiation, and (iii) surface cell desquamation

were assigned values that corresponded to published cell-turnover

rates for adult skin (Sütterlin et al., 2017). To simulate the infant

epidermis, the values of these parameters were adjusted to corre-

spond to the increased epidermal cell-turnover rates and shorter

residence time of the keratinocytes in the infant epidermis (Liu et al.,

2018; Stamatas et al., 2010) (Supplementary Materials and

Methods).

Finally, to simulate topical substance penetration, we introduced

a variable corresponding to the concentration of the substance

within a given agent of the model and equations expressing the

interagent exchange. The SC and the viable epidermis have different

permeation kinetics owing to their different compositions: the first

one being rich in lipids and the latter mostly represented by an

aqueous phase. To account for these differences, we used two

distinct values of the exchange rate. The external substance is

introduced at a specified point in time at the surface of the tissue as a

step function with the external surface concentration changing from

zero to a specified value. The exchange rate parameter and the

concentration of the substance at the SC surface were both adjusted

to the experimentally defined concentration profiles of the substance

in the epidermis at a steady state, as described later.

Clinical study
The clinical study was approved by an Independent Review Board

(IntegReview, Austin, TX; protocol number: CS2019-22488) and was

conducted in accordance with the ethical principles of the Decla-

ration of Helsinki and after obtaining written informed consent from

the study volunteers (for mothers) or their legal guardians (for in-

fants). A total of 20 infant and mother pairs (mothers aged 20e40

years and infants aged 3e6 months) were recruited, and the study

was completed. All subjects were of Fitzpatrick skin types IeIII with

no dermatologic conditions and were generally in good health.

Excluded from the study were subjects with known allergies or

sensitivity to common topical skincare products (including adhesives

present in transdermal patches, bandages, medical-grade adhesives,

caffeine-containing products), pre-existing dermatologic conditions,

and chronic illness, or subjects undergoing treatment. The mothers

were instructed not to use any lotions, creams, or ointments on their

forearms or on their children for 24 hours before the test.

All measurements were performed after 15 minutes of acclima-

tization in an environmentally controlled room (20e25 �C, 40%

relative humidity). All measurements were performed on the skin in

the middle of the ventral side of the lower forearm. Confocal Raman

microspectroscopy (Skin Analyzer Model 3510, RiverD International

B.V., Rotterdam, The Netherlands) was used to assess the concen-

tration profiles of caffeine that permeated the SC. Initially, the skin

test site was outlined with a pen, and baseline Raman measurement

was performed. Then a padded 25-mm Hill Top chamber patch

(Cliantha Research, St. Petersburg, FL) with 350 ml solution of 1.8%

caffeine (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in United States Pharma-

copeia‒ and European Pharmacopoeia‒purified water was applied

on the test site for 30 minutes and was secured with medical tape
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(Band-Aid Secure Comfort Cloth Tape, Johnson & Johnson Con-

sumer, Skillman, NJ). The patch was gently removed, and the skin

site was patted dry with absorbing paper and was allowed to

acclimate to ambient conditions for 10 minutes before the final

Raman measurements were performed.

Depth-resolved confocal Raman spectroscopic measurements

were acquired in the Raman fingerprint region (400e1,800 cm-1)

through the SC at sequential depths ranging from 0 to 32 mm every 4

mm. The instrument was set to acquire spectra through the SC,

starting from a point just outside of the skin surface to allow for the

analysis algorithm to find the skin surface by interpolation. A depth

series of Raman spectra were acquired from 7e10 different areas of

the same skin site for each volunteer. The Raman instrument was

calibrated once at the beginning of each experiment day according

to the manufacturer’s instructions. Before each measurement at a

different skin site, the calcium fluoride window was cleaned with a

single-use alcohol tissue wipe.

Spectral analysis was performed using the SkinTools software

(RiverD International B.V.). The acquired spectra were fitted with the

primary spectra of 18 components of the SC. To this database, the

spectrum of caffeine was added. Each spectral series resulted in a

depth caffeine concentration profile (given in mmol caffeine per

gram of keratin). Caffeine concentration profiles were averaged for

each time point. Before averaging, outliers were removed, including

unstable values, owing to subject movement or pushing down too

hard on the instrument window. For each subject, the average pro-

files at baseline were subtracted from those after the patch appli-

cation. Then the baseline-corrected average concentration profile for

the infants was compared with that for adults. All data points in the

graphs are shown as mean � one SEM. Statistical comparison of two

distributions was performed after Anderson‒Darling normality test

and test of variance (F-test) to select the appropriate t-test. Statistical

significance was accepted at the level of a ¼ 0.05. All data pro-

cessing was performed using MATLAB routines and Excel software.

The caffeine concentration profiles in the SC were used to

calculate the following parameters: (i) the caffeine concentration at

the SC surface; (ii) the gradient of the profile in the first 15 mm of the

SC, which relates to the diffusion coefficient; and (iii) the area under

the curve representing the total amount of caffeine that penetrated

the SC.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS AND METHODS
From adult model to infant model
Starting from the two-dimensional version of the adult model
described previously (Sütterlin et al., 2017), we aimed to
create a model that would correspond closely to the structure
of infant epidermis, targeting a reduction in stratum corneum
thickness by 30% and in suprapapillary epidermal thickness
by 20% to match the experimental observations (Stamatas
et al., 2010). To achieve this target, we reduced the time
between cell divisions (defined by the value of the model
parameter cell cycle). This move reflects the experimentally
observed higher cell-turnover rate of the infant epidermis
than those of the adult epidermis (Stamatas et al., 2010). We
assumed a reduction by 33% in the time between cell di-
visions. This corresponds to a decrease from 120 simulation
steps to 80 simulation steps. The resulting simulation yielded
a significantly thicker epidermis. To obtain a thinner tissue,
the resident cell time (time from formation to disappearance
by desquamation) had to be reduced. To achieve this, the
model had to be adjusted to reflect increased desquamation
and differentiation rates. Increased desquamation rates in
infants can be inferred from experimental observations (Liu
et al., 2018). An increased differentiation rate is then
required to avoid accumulation of spinous cells that would
otherwise dominate the epidermis. Practically, to increase the
differentiation rates, we lowered the calcium threshold
required for spinous cells to differentiate into granular cells
(parameter c_minCaGranu) and accelerated the rate of
cornification by increasing the amount of FLG produced in
one step by granular cells (parameter co_filagProduction).
Corneocyte desquamation in the model is a consequence of
loss of adhesion to the neighboring cells. Therefore, to in-
crease the desquamation rate, we reduced the number of
simulation steps until corneocyte adhesion started decreasing
(parameter adh_increase_max_time) and increased the
degradation of adhesion proteins. (parameter adh_k2_dec).
The process of identifying the appropriate values that would
result in a stable infant model, reflecting the 30% and 20%
reduction compared with those of the adult model, was to
test the combinations within the range of 0.3-fold to 3-fold of
the original value. The chosen values of the corresponding

parameters for the adult and the infant models are shown in
Supplementary Table S1.

Substance penetration model
We introduced in the model a variable representing the
substance intracellular concentration. At a given step, the
user-defined initial surface concentration is applied to the
outermost cells. The interagent substance exchange is then
driven by the concentration gradient and weighted by a co-
efficient representing both partition and diffusion, taking
values between 0 and 1. The stratum corneum and the viable
epidermis have different permeation kinetics owing to their
different compositions: the first one being rich in lipids, and
the latter being mostly represented by an aqueous phase. To
account for these differences, we used two separate perme-
ation coefficient values corresponding to the two conditions.
The substance is allowed to diffuse through the epidermis
driven by the concentration gradient until the basal layer. The
dermis is considered a permeability sink, and at each step, a
constant proportion of the substance concentration in the
basal cells is lost to the dermis.

Finally, to fit the caffeine concentration profile in adult
skin, the intra-agent exchange rate was calculated as the
experimentally determined concentration gradient in adult
skin multiplied by 20. The same value for this parameter was
used for the adult and infant models. To calculate the infant
surface concentration, a scaling factor was used on the
experimentally derived adult value. This scaling factor was
predetermined on the basis of the higher hydrophilicity (15%
higher water content) of infant skin surface than that of the
adult skin office from published experimental data
(Figure 2b).
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Supplementary Table S1. Adjustment of Parameter Values of the Adult Model for the Development of the Model of
Infant Epidermis

Parameters Adult Baby

Time steps between two divisions (cellCycle) 120 80

Calcium threshold for the differentiation step from spinosum to granulosum (c_minCaGranu) 575 470

Rate of FLG synthesis (co_filagProduction) 0.35 0.65

Rate of decay and/or degradation of cell‒cell adhesion (adh_k2_dec) 0.009 0.025

Maximum number of time steps until corneocyte adhesion starts decreasing (adh_increase_max_time) 360 130

The corresponding variable names in the EPISIM modeler are shown in parenthesis.
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